
GIULIA ARLETTI 
INTERPRETER
 TRANSLATOR

 LANGUAGE TEACHER

ENGLISH < > ITALIAN
GERMAN > ITALIAN

WHERE YOU CAN FIND ME

 +39 349 5229276

 giulia.arletti

 giulia.arletti13@gmail.com

 giulia.arletti

 www.linkedin.com/in/giulia-arletti-interprete/

https://collettivointerpreti.com/project/giulia-arletti/

I am a freelance interpreter and translator specialising in 
consecutive and simultaneous, and translation.

My goal?
To help you find the right words and tone, 

both aloud and on paper.

I LEND YOU MY VOICE
        - Consecutive interpreting (also remote)
        - Simultaneous interpreting (also remote)
        - Liaison interpreting
        - Chuchotage

I CONVEY YOUR WORDS
        - Commercial translation
        - Economic-financial translation
        - Medical translation

OTHER SERVICES
        - Editing e proofreading                                     
        - Glossary creation
        - Social media content

LET’S FIND THE SOLUTION
Do you know what your final goal is, but not really how to 
achieve it? Let’s talk about it, we will find the best solution 

for your specific needs.

CIT - COLLETTIVO INTERPRETI
Do you need a different language combination or a team of 

interpreters? I work with a network of trusted colleagues 
that speak French, Spanish, Russian, Bulgarian, Portuguese 

and Chinese. 

For infos, write or call, or visit this website
www.collettivointerpreti.com

Professional Interpreter and Translator per L. 4/2013, publi-
shed in the Italian Official Journal n. 22 of 26/01/2013

I mainly work in the following regions:
Emilia-Romagna, Lombardy, Veneto,

 Trentino-Alto Adige, Tuscany and Marche

Available for assignments all over Italy and abroad
With own car

giulia   arletti

- Language courses
- Transcription
- Voiceover

mailto:giulia.arletti13%40gmail.com?subject=
https://instagram.com/giulia.arletti?igshid=1lc0va2kd14v4
http://www.linkedin.com/in/giulia-arletti-interprete/
https://collettivointerpreti.com/project/giulia-arletti/
http://www.collettivointerpreti.com


CINEMA

WANTED CINEMA                           EN <> IT
On-site/remote consecutive | 04/2019 - today

- Richard Lowenstein | director | Mistify
- Nike Malhaus | activist and spokeperson for Ende Gelände | NOW 
- Lefteris Charitos | director | Dolphin Man
- Waad Al-Khateab | director | For Sama 
  (Best documentary Cannes2019, EFA2019, BAFTA2020, 
   nom. OSCAR2020)  |  https://urly.it/36v7d 
- Judith Davies | director | Tout ce qu’il me reste de la révolution
- Alison Klayman | director | The Brink

LO SCRITTOIO                                          EN <> IT
Remote consecutive | 09/2020 

Virtual presentation of Trieste Film Festival in Tour
- Marko Skop | director | Let there be Light
- Vesela Kazakova e Mina Mileva | directors | Cat in the Wall

- Jan Komasa | director | Corpus Christi 
  (nom. OSCAR2020, 4 nom. EFA)  |  https://urly.it/37ary

- Eva Fahidi | actress and writer | The Euphoria of Being

YACADEMY - Bologna                          EN <> IT
On-site/remote simultaneous | 06/2019 | 10-12/2020 

- Kick-start for international architecture tender 
  Detroit Waterfront District  (co-host: Manni Group)
- Lessons for post-graduate courses in:
 - Architecture for Humanity
 -Architecture for Exhibition
 -Architecture for Landscape
Topics: 
Wood constructions, urban regeneration, humanitarian 
architecture, global warming, museum exhibitions, art history, 
landscape architecture and its history

POLITECNICO DI MILANO - Cons. CISE           IT > EN
Translation and re-speaking | 12/2017 - 12/2018

- Post-graduate course: Polis-Maker for quality of living and 
sustainable urban development
Translated courses: 
Urban planning, urban planning laws, mobility, landscape and 
real estate evaluation

ARCHITECTURE 
URBANISTIC

FONDAZIONE SACRA FAMIGLIA                      EN <> IT
Simultaneous | 12-13/06/2018 

- Dr. Julia T. O’Connor | psycologist | Kennedy Krieger Inst.
  Conference on autism:
  What to do with people on the autistic spectrum: comparison 
between different treatment models

LOTR DAY - Social Movies                                       EN <> IT
Consecutive and chuchotage | 19/07/2015
- Billy Boyd | actor and singer | The Lord of the Rings (Pippin)

SEDICICORTO FILM FESTIVAL                          EN <> IT
Consecutive and chuchotage | 9-11/10/2014
- Helli Hardy | director | Targishi Babaiet 

Consecutive | 05/10/2018 

UNIVERSITY of BOLOGNA - Ravenna Campus  IT > EN
Remote simultaneous | 02-04/2021

- Lessons of university Course Biodiversity and biocultural              
  dynamics of human population within th MA in International     
  Cooperation on Human Rights and Intercultural Heritage (Cultural 
Heritage Dept.)

Topics
Evolution, human populations, genetics

A.U.S.L. DELLA ROMAGNA                                     EN > IT

- Dr. Eliud Muli | entomologist
  Teaching conference:
  Kenya, Israel, Slovenia: a bee-keeping triangle

MEDICINE 
BIO-MEDICAL SECTOR

- Roy Andersson | director | About Endlessness
  (Silver Lion for Best Direction - Venice2019)

Interpreter

- Jim Cummings | director and actor | Thunder Road
- Maya Sarfati | director | Love it was not

- Sister Kate | main character | Breaking Habits - University conference Defending nature and supporting the 
creation of an intercultural state: challenges for the constituent 
process in Chile

- Yahya Mahayni | actor | The man who sold his skin
  (nom. OSCAR2021)

https://urly.it/36v7d 
https://urly.it/36v7d 


COMPANIES

SINCOP8ED NOIZE FOUNDATION                  EN <> IT
Remote consecutive | 10-11/2020 

- Three episodes of cultural series Note d’Identità with online 
interviews to 4 artists from Italy and Canada
Links to the events
https://bit.ly/3nuhiob | https://urly.it/38q5_ | https://urly.it/38bwz

SIMULTANEA SAS                                                     EN <> IT
B2B | 27-29/09/2019 

-Coldiretti Village event in Bologna

MACFRUT                                                                     EN <> IT
Simultaneous | 05/2019 | 05/2018 

- Interpreted conferences:

Topics: 
- Italian wines
- Olive oil
- Parmigiano Reggiano
- Balsamic vinegar

- Pasta
- Rice
- Typical products

2019 
- Africa Toundtable
- Greenhouse
- Table Grape Meeting
- ILIP press conf.

2018
- Eurepack
- Tropical Fruit Congress
- Areflh

Topics: 
Italian and Sub-saharian fruit & veg market, packaging, gre-
enhouses, table grapes and tropical fruit (avocado and mango)

ASSOCIAZIONE MILANO INTERPRETI          DE <> IT
B2B | 26-27/10/2018 

- B2B event organised by Mirabilia Network
Topics:
Food&Drink, olive oil, wine and typical products

FOOD
AGRICULTURE

STUDIO ALESSANDRO CAGNONI - Carpi      EN <> IT
B2B interpreting and language services | 01/2019 - today

CARPI FASHION SYSTEM                              DE/EN <> IT
Liaison interpreting | 05/2019 | 11/2018 | 11/2017

- Incoming event for Carpi Fashion System: B2B meetings for 
the knitwear sector between local companies and guests from 
Germany (2019), Sweden (2018) and Denmark (2017)

TEXTILE
FASHION

OPERATECH C.S.G.                   DE/EN <> IT
B2B | 25/06/2019 

- B2B meetings with German companies
   Mechanical sub-supply

COMFORTEL - Australia                           EN <> IT/DE/FR
B2B and language services | 03/2019 | 03/2018 

- COSMOPROF 2019 and 2018 | exhibitor stand
   Hairdresser trolleys and brush-cleaning equipment

COOPIT                                                                         EN <> IT
B2B | 03/2017 

- COSMOPROF 2017 | visitor and exhibitor stand
   Hair and self-tanning products

- B2B interpreting during visits of
  fabric suppliers (The Netherlands) 
  accessories producers  (Germany)  
  fabric producers (Turkey)  
- Meetings with foreign representatives, companies and brands in             
   Emilia-Romagna, Veneto and Lombardy
- Language service by phone or email

AZIONE CATTOLICA - Carpi                                EN <> IT
Remote consecutive and translation | 10/06/2020 
Father Timothy Radcliffe | domenican father and writer 
  - EN>IT translation of lecture: How to re-discover the gift of 
community during social isolation, which was then read live 
  - interpreting of the following discussion
     https://youtu.be/ddJoWxREKp0

UNPLI LOMBARDIA                                                 EN <> IT
Consecutive and chuchotage | 30/10/2019
Forum on immaterial cultural heritage
Typical Italian products, sustainability, Food&Drink

FONDAZIONE ALFRED LEWIN                          EN <> IT
Consecutive and chuchotage | 21/10/2017
- Jeff Halper | anthropologist and writer | War against the peo-
ple: Israel, the Palestinians and Global Pacification
Book presentation

SOLIDEA SRL                                   DE/EN <> IT
B2B and language services | 09/2018 - 10/2020 

- MEDICA 2019 and 2018 | exhibitor stand
- Contacts with foreign clients before and after the show
Air-purifying machine

CULTURE

Interpreter

COOPERATIVA FEMA                            IT > EN
Remote simultaneous | 04/2021

- Recording of simultaneous interpreting for the 2021 BIT Digi-
tal Edition 
Topics:
Tourism, international destinations, business travel, TMC

https://bit.ly/3nuhiob
https://urly.it/38q5_
https://urly.it/38bwz
https://urly.it/36v7d 


DIRECT CLIENTS

ECONOMY
 FINANCE

AGENZIE e PRIVATI                   DE/EN <> IT
2013 - today
Translation and proofreading of texts:
         - Financial statements:
 - for companies
 - for banks
         - Financial investments
         - Documents for investors and fund management
         - NFDs
         - Tranfer pricing 
         - Press releases
         - Business outlooks

Video and audio transcriptions

AGENCIES and DIRECT CLIENTS               DE/EN <> IT
2013 - today
WHO-China joint Mission Report (https://urly.it/36v77)

Translation and proofreading of texts:
         - Ophthalmology and eye-related diseases 
         - Information texts on eyeglasses
         - Lyme disease
         - Pain management
         - Face masks
         - Hearing aids
         - Wellness and saunas
         - Clinical studies

Video and audio transcriptions

MEDICINE 
PHARMACOLOGY

AGENZIE e PRIVATI                   DE/EN <> IT
2013 - today
Translation and proofreading of texts:
         - Websites and promotional materials
         - Product information for:
 - electronic devices
 - office products
 - furnishing
 - fashion brands
 - wellness and saunas
         - Google Home platform - vocal commands

MARKETING 
LOCALISATION

STARPOOL SRL                             IT > DE
01/2021 - today

- Translation of social media posts, news and blog articles for:  
 - Starpool
 - Zerobody
 - Nuvola

SOLIDEA SRL                                      IT > DE/EN
09/2018 - 10/2020 
- Translation of material for website and product documentation
 
 

Knowledge and use of:
         - Trados 2021
         - MemoQ
         - Dragon Naturally Speaking 13
         - InterpretBank
         - InDesign
         - Pacchetto MS Office

SOFTWARE 
UTILIZZATI

         - Sistemi operativi Windows, Apple OS X e iOs
         - MultiTerm
         - BootCat
         - AntConc
         - Corpus Creator
         - Miniconcordancer DB

YACADEMY - Bologna                          EN <> IT
10-11/2020 
- Transcription EN/IT and translation EN <> IT of kick-start
   conference for international architecture tender 
   Detroit Waterfront District  (co-host: Manni Group)

Translator

LO SCRITTOIO                                      DE/EN > IT
05-06/2021 

- Translation DE/EN>IT of video script on architecture and    
   design in Berlin 
- Subtitling and time-coding

https://urly.it/36v7d 


ENGLISHGERMAN

IFOA      
10/2017 - today

- 16 A1 courses for unemployed people: Carpi - Modena
   Reggio Emilia - Sassuolo - online | tot: 512 h
- 1A2/B1 remote course for unemployed people | tot: 32 h
- 1 A1 course for RAND (MO) employees | tot: 24 h

WELTSTUDIO - Correggio (RE)
12/2015 - 06/2018

- 1 A2 course for SIMONPLAST (RE) employee 
- 1 A1 course for SPAL (RE) managers | tot: 32 h

IFOA      
10/2017 - today

- 2 A2/B1 courses for unemployed people: 
  Modena - Reggio Emilia | tot: 64 h
- 2 A1/A2 courses for unemployed people: Carpi (MO) -             
   online | tot: 64 h

NUOVA DIDACTICA scarl - Modena
01-06/2018 

- 1 A1/A2 course for AeC costruzioni (MO) managers | tot: 32 h

WELTSTUDIO - Correggio (RE)
12/2015 - 06/2018
- 4 B1/B2 courses for SPAL (RE) managers | tot: 128 h
- 1B2/C1 conversation course for accountant 
- 1 B2 conversation course for SPAL (RE) manager 
- 2 A2/B2 courses for DOW (RE) managers 
- 2 A1 courses for children

OTHER
ASSIGNMENTS

CIT - Collettivo Interpreti e Traduttori 
03/2019 - oggi

- Author for blog articles on language and freelance work  
 - https://urly.it/399fw
 - https://urly.it/399fx
 - https://urly.it/399fy
- Translation of blog articles (IT > EN) 
- Content creation for the Facebook and Instragram accounts

TEAM4TRAVEL - Austria
02/2020 

- Tour leader for British school group (45 people) in Plan de 
Corones (BZ)
- Liaison interpreting (EN <> IT/DE) between Group leader and 
local businesses
 

Teacher

CMT srl 
04/2021 - today

- Transcription and semi-real time transcription of:  
                  - Board of Directors meetings
 - Company Committees meetings

http://urly.it/399fw
http://urly.it/399fx
http://urly.it/399fy


UNIVERSITY

POST-GRADUATE
COURSES

Technical translation for interpreters and translators: 
Medicine and Pharmacology (XXXV ed.)
CTI - Communication Trend Italia (MI) | 02-09/2019 
Theory: biology principles (cell and tissues), genetics, organ and 
system anatomy and physiology, main pathologies, pharmacology 
principles, metabolism and diet, psychiatry and neurology, phar-
maco-economics, statistics.
Translation: general medical texts, consent and assent forms, 
articles, patents, instructions, marketing texts.
     
       

MA in INTERPRETING                
University of Bologna, School of Foreign Lang. and Lit., 
Interpreting and Translation (ex-SSLMIT) | 10/2013 - 03/2017 

DISSERTATION: “Phrasal verbs in native and non-native interpre-
ted language: a corpus-based analysis”

Technical translation for interpreters and translators: 
Economics and Finance (XLI ed.)
CTI - Communication Trend Italia (MI) | 09/2017-03/2018
Theory: financial statements, elements of the financial statements, 
public financial statements, extraordinary transactions, interna-
tional treaties, bank and stock market terminology, insurance 
company financial statements, transfer pricing.
Translation: financial statements, IAS and financial texts.

BA in INTERCULTURAL and LINGUISTIC MEDIATION             
University of Bologna, School of Foreign Lang. and Lit., 
Interpreting and Translation (ex SSLMIT) | 10/2010 - 10/2013 
DISSERTATION: “Pride and prejudice - translation between 
simplification and immobility”
Erasmus at Universität ZHAW - Zurich University (Switzerland) 
| 09/2011 - 01/2012

INTENSIVKURS DOLMETSCHEN                
Internationale Sommerschule – Johannes Gutenberg-Uni-
versität Mainz (Germania) | 09/2012  
Intensive course for spoken communication, simultaneous and 
consecutive interpreting (DE <> IT) | 84 lessons

PROFESSIONAL 
COURSES

ECONOMY and FINANCE

- Translating finance: funds and derivates| AITI Puglia | 4-11/12/2020
- Financial statement items | AITI Marche | 06-13-20/06/2020 
- Banks: financial statements | AITI VETAA | 18/05/2019
- Translating the financial sector adv. | Langue&Parole | 05/2019
- Translating the financial sector beg. | Langue&Parole | 04/2019

TEXTILE

- From fiber to runway | AITI Emilia-Romagna | 16/11/2018

MEDICINE and PHARMACOLOGY

- Italian and medicine (gynaecology -  otolaryngology - 
  oncology) | Palestra per Interpreti | 22-24/02/2021 
- Translating patents | STL Formazione | 01-03/2021
- Translating for the chemical sector | AITI FGV | 20/02/2020
- Polymers | AITI PVDA | 27/11/2019
- Translating pharmaceutical documents | STL Formazione | 
   01-04/2019
- Translating medicine and pharmacology adv. | Langue&Parole | 
   03-04/2019
- Transalting medicine and pharmacology beg. | Langue&Parole | 
   02-03/2019

ARCHITECTURE

- Translating for tourism and English for architecture | Oxford 
   Centre Group | 02-03/2021
- Architettura high-tech: scelta di prodotti ad alto tasso di 
   innovazione | AITI Liguria | 09/05/2020

FOOD and AGRICULTURE

- A half-full chalice | AITI Campania-Puglia | 04-11/05/2020
 

MARKETING

- SEO for translators | AITI Emilia-Romagna | 21-25/05/2020
- Web Marketing for interpreters and translators | Mister Polyglot |
   02/05/2019
- Web Marketing | Lionspeech | 30/04/2020 

INTERPRETING & TRANSLATION

- Remote Consecutiva | AITI PVDA | 09/03/2021
- Working on InDesign texts | AITI Toscana |
   26/11/2020 - 20/01/2021
- Simultaneous interpreting on Zoom | Cabina Doppia | 16/01/2021
- Remote interpreting: challenges and perspectives | AITI Lombardia
  30/11/2020
- Best practices for interpreters | TRANSLIT | 25/11/2020
- Translators and interpreters: digital age | AITI Toscana | 17-23-
   30/06/2020
- Doubts of a proofreader | AITI | 23/05/2020
- CAT Tools and Trados | Lionspeech | 28/04/2020
- Respeaking | AITI Toscana | 16-24/04/2020

Education & Training

In compliance with the Italian Legislative Decree no. 196 dated 
30/06/2003 and GDPR 679/16 I hereby authorise the recipient of this 
document to use and process my personal details for the purpose of 

recruiting and selecting staff and I confirm to be informed of my rights in 
accordance to art. 7 of the above mentioned decree


